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Chapterr Nine

Conclusions s
Inn Chapter One I discussed the growing awareness of Indonesians of violence
issues,, particularly gender violence, over the last decade. Given the diversity of the
Indonesiann population, the magnitude of the problem as well as the dynamics of gender
violence,, its underlying factors have to be examined carefully to understand and find
wayss to address it. My personal attachment to plantation life and practical reasons led
mee to research gender violence in a small tea plantation community in Central Java,
focusingfocusing on the day-to-day experiences of violence of women plantation workers. My
researchh resulted in key findings, challenges for further research and policy
recommendations. .
1.. K e y Findings
Withh no evidence of gender violence in the community under research, except for
inadequatee information about it in anecdotes, jokes, and events related to women
plantationn workers mat have been passed on orally to me since my childhood, I started
myy inquiry through exploratory research: Do women workers on plantations in Central
Javaa experience gender violence? If so, in what form, by whom, why, when and where?
Whatt is the response of women plantation workers to their experiences of gender
violence?? These central questions led to the disclosure of various forms of gender
violencee perpetuated by husbands and male workers related to women's subservient
positionss in marital and familial gender norms and their vulnerable position in the
workplace.. Women's day-to-day experiences of violence were for the most part taken
forr granted in the domestic and work spheres, and yet resulted in resistance.
Inn the early stages of the fieldwork when I tried to answer my first question I
rememberr my frustration in attempting to facilitate women to speak up. When finally
theyy spoke and shared their experiences with me, another frustration followed because
off their persistent denial of more severe forms of physical violence. Women did share
theirr experiences of verbal and non-verbal psychological violence, sexual violence, as
welll as economic violence as abandoned wives who received no financial support for
theirr children or themselves. I continued to approach potential informants whom I
expectedd to share with me their ongoing experiences of physical abuse. My researcher's
intuitionn and information from other informants led me to potential victims. However, I
finallyy stopped attempting to force these women to tell me something that they do not
exposee to others for substantial reasons. First, I wanted to let them decide what kind of
informationn they wished to share with the researcher. Second, there were other forms of
genderr violence present which women were more willing to disclose and regarded as
thee most prevalent in their lives, and therefore, normal. Third, learning that women
weree only willing to share past or other women's experiences of physical violence and
knowingg that they considered severe forms of physical violence as beyond their
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understandingg or abnormal, was actually good news, as it meant that physical forms of
genderr violence were unacceptable, uncommon, and avoided. Fourth, this brought me to
criticallyy examine the idea of normalness of gender violence in gender and social norms
aboutt the proper roles and responsibilities of men and women. Finally, this helped me
understandd the function of women's status in the Javanese plantation community in the
relativee absence of severe forms of physical violence.
Thee above mentioned ideas were significant in leading me to the second main
questionn which was aimed at analytically examining how social, cultural, economic,
andd political aspects of the macro and micro contexts of the women's environment
shapee gender differentiation and roles, which ultimately influence the occurrence of
genderr violence and, at the same time, provide ways for women to cope.
Forr this analysis I employed an ecological model of factors associated with partner
abuse.. Following this framework I examined various risk factors in several levels of the
sociall environment that influence gender violence. Factors contributing to the
occurrencee of gender violence originate from beyond the boundaries of the local
community,, namely the broader context of the society at large, the Indonesian state. The
influencee of the macro Indonesian state is best understood in the government's
introductionn of state-constructed gender roles during the New Order era, which resulted
inn rigidly defined Indonesian gender roles. At the community level, overlapping
authorityy between the plantation and the rural village over plantation workers favored
thee latter. Both the village and the plantation shape and are shaped by the women and
thee community of which they are a part. Here it was found that the micro-context of the
plantationn community strengthened the state's construction of gender inequality and
shapedd the rigid role differentiation between men and women both at home and in the
workplace.. In the domestic sphere, women are responsible for meeting the practical
needss of the household including household finances, housework, and childcare all of
whichh are categorized as non-productive and reproductive work, and thus, undervalued.
Inn the workplace, women are concentrated at the bottom of the plantation's hierarchical
laborr structure, performing low-paid and exploitative work, which is considered
suitablee for feminine attributes, such as tea picking in the garden and sorting in the
factory. .
Genderr roles and expectations and hierarchical labor relations shaped by various
cultural,, social, political, economic, and individual factors influence the occurrence of
directt forms of gender violence in the women's lives and work experiences involving
husbandss and male workers as perpetrators. However, gender roles and hierarchical
laborr relations cannot by themselves directly explain the occurrence of gender violence
butt must be placed in the context of household socio-economic backgrounds as well as
individuall characteristics. In the domestic sphere, women's burdens as well as their
economicc independence and significant role in household financial arrangements can
triggerr direct psychological and physical violence by their husbands which, in turn, can
leadd to sexual violence. Far from what one may ideally expect, their work outside the
homee and their significant economic role do not automatically guarantee the women
appreciation,, respect, and care from their husbands. Rather, these are critical points in
analyzingg how gender roles act as risk factors of domestic violence for women from
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lowerr socio-economic groups particularly in the Javanese plantation community. This
researchh corresponds with worldwide studies that identify factors of domestic violence,
namelyy complaints about money, talking back, not performing husband's expectations
off proper food and childcare, refusing sex, and sexual jealousy. As far as women as
plantationn workers are concerned, their dependence and membership at the lowest level
off the plantation's labor structure make them potential victims/survivors of gender and
class-basedd violence. Being active members of the community's labor force,
contributingg directly to the welfare of the household economy and as the 'backbones' of
plantationn production activities they are not treated respectfully and are subject to acts
off violence in the workplace. Humiliation, intimidation, and various forms of sexual
harassmentt mark day-to-day activities in the plantation in which women consciously
andd unconsciously find themselves the victims of violence.
Inn analyzing how women experience daily violence, I found that from their
perspective,, gender violence is part and parcel of their life experiences, and therefore
normal.. In the domestic sphere, gender violence is justified by gender norms prevailing
inn the community. Gender norms dictate expected roles and behaviors of men and
womenn and are tenaciously maintained despite challenges and criticisms brought about
byy changes in social and economic circumstances. In addition to gender inequality, the
laborr structure normalizes violence toward women workers.
Inn this research, I studied the various forms and spheres of violence and relied on
myy optimism to gain a comprehensive picture of gender violence, and address the issues
off women's rights violations in the small plantation community in rural Java as an
integrall part of the broader Indonesian state and society. I found that women workers
aree subject to various forms of violence due to their multiple vulnerabilities, which are
intertwinedd with gender, labor, and socio-economic factors. In this way, women are
confrontedd with interconnections between direct violence through acts of interpersonal
violencee occurring directly and involving men and women as husband-wife and coworkers;; indirect violence, through the functioning of control and fear that make
womenn submissive and dependent; and structural violence related to gender, low socioeconomicc backgrounds and their labor position.
Thiss research also indicates that violence against women plantation workers will
persistt in the near future. Women's attachment and dependence on plantation work is a
centrall issue in understanding their status in the workplace, and in turn, their status in
thee domestic sphere. The limited access of women to broader life perspectives and
opportunitiess determined by their geographical and educational isolation, and economic,
sociall and cultural conditions maintains this. The research identified constraints in the
improvementt of women's work conditions related to current plantation management
andd policy. These include the plantation's dependence on the world tea market,
women'ss dependence on the plantation despite the exploitation of their labor, massive
consumerismm and the development of agro-tourism.
UpUp to this point, I would agree that these women as 'engendered subjects' are
victimss of violence in the intertwining spheres of activities, brought about by various,
multileveledd risk factors. The root of violence is clear, that is the maintenance of the
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idealss of gender roles in the macro (Indonesian state) and micro context (Javanese
plantation)) of the patriarchal community through social practices. However, there are
gapss between ideas and actions in which human agency becomes a crucial factor in
transformingg those ideas into practice. By means of agency as autonomous action,
womenn turn from victims into survivors of violence. Despite the general tendencies of
womenn as wives and mothers in the domestic sphere to be subservient to their husbands
byy obeying and respecting them as the heads of the household, they draw on a range of
differentt strategies to give meaning to their lives and secure the emotional, material,
social,, and economic needs that are necessary for self-identity and subjectivity.
Similarly,, even though as women workers they subjectively look down upon
themselvess and their status as a result of their inferior position in the community and
plantationn social structure, women are actively engaged in day-to-day strategies to
survivee the hardships of their work. Given the historical, cultural, social, and economic
attachmentss of women to plantation work, they are thus best understood as active agents
whoo use both compliance and resistance to survive past, current and future intertwining
domesticc and workplace violence.
Thee overall conclusion from my research is that women plantation workers
experiencee gender violence as the consequence of gender inequality and gender norms
withinn the cultural, social, political and economic contexts within which the domestic
spheree and workplace are shaped. Despite their limited options to overcome these
hardships,, women develop resistance as active agents to survive psychologically,
sexually,, economically, and socially.
2.. R e s e a r c h Reflections
Thiss research first challenges the ideals of harmony and mutual respect in the
Javanesee community. Despite the claims that the Javanese maintain harmonious
relationshipss with one another, the research reveals that individuals can be perpetrators
orr victims of violence both in the home and in the workplace. As far as gender roles are
concerned,, by focusing on the ideals of harmony and mutual respect in the Javanese
familyy and community one would be unable to recognize gender relations and behaviors
thatt allow for gender violence to be a common social phenomenon.
Second,, related to the maintenance of harmonious marital relationships, the
researchh questions the gaps between cultural notions of gender and social practices in
marriage.. There are two ways to see these gaps. On the one hand, in opposition to the
highh status of women in the Javanese household, prevailing values and norms related to
genderr roles and expectations imprison women in violent relationships with their
husbandss and are crucial in triggering gender violence. Thus, in marriage the idea of the
husband'ss superiority and the wife's inferiority remain. On the other hand, women's
highh status as a consequence of their economic independence and decision making over
householdd finances as well as bilateral kinship, landownership and residential patterns,
protectt them from severe forms of gender violence. These dual characteristics of
Javanesee women's status explain the range of options available to them to survive by
meanss of agency.
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Third,, related to the above-mentioned high status of Javanese women and thenprotectionn from severe forms of gender violence, this research assumes that husbands
perpetuatee various forms of domestic violence as a reflections of their unclear positions
bothh in the domestic and public spheres. Husbands commit acts of violence
symptomaticc of their weaknesses due to the assumption that they are powerful whilst in
factt they experience personal socio-economic constraints both in the domestic and in
thee public spheres and must deal with the low socio-economic status of their
households.. In the workplace, too, women workers are targets of violence by male
supervisorss who have lost their pride as a result of their changing roles in the plantation
laborr management.
Fourth,, this research also discusses the issue of defining gender violence. Even
thoughh most documents on violence against women clearly cite physical, psychological,
andd sexual violence as aggression to women's health and rights, in practice, little
attentionn is paid to psychological, sexual, social, and economic abuse, often considered
'lesss harmful' or 'more bearable' violence and the operational definition of the concept
off violence against women that is used by government and non-government agencies is
particularlyy -but not necessarily- limited to physically visible acts and impacts of
violence.. This research reveals women's experiences of various forms of gender
violencee in both the domestic and public spheres as a consequence of their roles as
mother,, wife, worker, and community member with special attention given to marital
relationshipss and labor relations. Even though women experience modest and non-lethal
formss of gender violence, their experiences cannot be neglected only because of the
limitationss in the definition of violence against women by government and nongovernmentt agencies. Thus, any efforts made by these groups to eliminate
discriminationn and violence against women should take into consideration the real
complexityy of women's conditions.
Fifth,, the research defends the importance of employing a relatively open and
multi-dimensionall definition of gender violence, which includes physical,
psvv chological/non-physical (verbal and non-verbal), and sexual and non-sexual
\\ iolence in all spheres of gender relationships. Through gender violence ethnography of
womenn plantation workers, it was found that their vulnerable position is multileveled
andd intertwined with gender, labor, and social factors that make them fall victim to
diversee forms of violence. For the purpose of preventing and protecting women from
aciss of violence and improving their lives, it ought to therefore take into account all
aspectss of their lives, particularly the intertwining domestic and work spheres.
3.. Suggestions for Further Research
Thiss research is meant to contribute to an understanding of gender violence, linking
thee occurrence of domestic violence to gender-related violence in the workplace in the
Javanesee plantation community. Lessons obtained from this study will, hopefully, be
conducivee to further research and give rise to other comparative studies. The influence
off the state's created gender ideology will continue to be of importance in the future.
Withoutt belittling the progresses made in women's social status indicated by the
increasee in women's educational attainment, women's participation in the workforce,
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women'ss achievement in managerial positions, and women's numbers in the legislature,
women'ss double burdens hinder them from gaining equal power relations with their
malee counterparts in the home, workplace or community. It is hoped, therefore, that
moree research will address the question of women's perceptions and responses to
genderr violence taking into account the diversity of the Indonesian population by
region,, social strata, ethnic group, and religion, and taking into account the social,
economicc and political transformation of Indonesian women. In this way, research on
genderr violence can avoid an elite or urban bias and is open to contextual definitions of
genderr violence rooted in the complexity of the community under research. For
Javanesee women in particular, the discrepancies between the ideal concept of living in
harmonyy and the everyday practice of violence against women is a problematic issue
thatt demands further study.
Inn addition, women's perceptions that severe physical violence is abnormal
togetherr with their denial of physical violence call for further research focusing on men
ass perpetrators of violence. Some might interpret these findings as the result of the high
statuss of women in Java while others might emphasize the idea of isin (shame) which is
essentiall in maintaining marriage lives for Javanese women. The former would see that
menn perpetuate gender violence as a sign of their loss of status or weakness while the
latterr would see this as a result of women's desires to maintain harmonious marriages
byy hiding their experiences of domestic violence. By conducting research that focuses
onn men, risk factors underlying men's acts of violence could be disclosed and provide
valuablee input in protecting women from violence. But such research focusing on men
shouldd not reduce the attention and concern paid to victimized women.
Relatedd to the limited attention given to the 'less harmful' or 'more bearable'
violencee mentioned above, further research is needed on the meaning of these acts of
violencee for both women and men. While the most important thing is to protect women
fromm various forms of violence, it is also important to know whether physical violence
causess women physical and psychological suffering more. Similarly, it is important to
understandd the meaning of these forms of violence for men as perpetrators. How do
theyy feel about their behavior that harms women physically or psychologically? And,
doess the meaning of various forms of violence for men determine their choice of
violence,, e.g. avoiding beating their wives to maintain their self-control which is
importantt to one's integrity? This is related to the assumption that husbands, usually
superiorr in age and status as the head of the household, are important advisors for wives
inn personal, marital, familial, and social matters.
4.. Policy Recommendations
Thiss research emphasizes that in Indonesia, as elsewhere, patriarchal social
relationss dominate. This can be deduced from factors such as the strongly upheld
gender-definedd roles for married couples and the ideal pattern of male breadwinner /
femalee housewife (which, after all, originated as part of the Javanese priyayi ideology);
thee globalization of ideas (gradually becoming more generally accepted) concerning
femininityy and masculinity through the media and other means of communication
(education,, the internet); and a gender-based division of labor and technology which
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havee developed as part of the capitalist economic system. All these elements reinforce
onee another, ultimately supporting the development of a strongly patriarchal society.
Itt was argued that the Indonesian government has achieved progress in addressing
genderr issues and eliminating gender violence. However, government gender
mainstreamingg strategies organized by the Ministry of Women's Empowerment which
strivee to empower and transform existing unequal gender roles have not yet proved
successfull due to gender bias and misunderstanding of the concept by involved
institutions.. The existing socio-cultural constraints in the grassroots community and
practicall gaps hinder women from influencing gender equality and the elimination of
genderr violence. Moreover, the launch of a 'zero tolerance' policy on violence against
womenn followed by a more concrete program, the National Action Plan for Eliminating
Violencee Against Women in 2000, has also been challenged by institutional and socioculturall constraints. Currently, the new decentralization laws (Law No. 22/1999) grant
locall governments in Indonesia greater autonomy in making decisions and
implementingg development programs. As a consequence new opportunities and
constraintss have emerged which involve gender sensitiveness to women's needs,
interestss and empowerment, particularly in freeing women from human rights violations
andd gender violence. In addressing women's issues and providing women safety from
genderr violence, both central and local governments must be consistent in their policies
andd programs to provide strong political commitment to women's issues. More
importantly,, government policies and programs must include women from rural and
grasss root level such as those in the plantation community and respond more adequately
too the occurrence of gender violence. Considering the influence of women's nongovernmentt organizations in this process, these organizations must also continue to
collaboratee with researchers and other community organizations.
Withh regard to the plantation authority, this research attempts to look into the
historical,, social, cultural, and economic values of plantation activities for women
workers.. It is recommended; therefore, that any policies and programs related to tea
productionn and labor force should take into account women's needs and interests and
nott leave them in their powerless and disadvantaged position for the pursuance of
economicc profit. In other words, creating mutually beneficial relationships between the
plantationn and the workers should improve the women's work conditions.
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AA view of tea gardens, in the mountain top
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Workingg on a hilly and slippery land
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MandorMandor giving command

Womenn picking tea leaves
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Bringingg along a young daughter

Nursingg a baby while picking tea leaves
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Carryingg baskets full of tea leaves
too the weighing point at the first break

Liningg up for weighing
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Loadingg tea leaves

Sharingg food during a break
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Womenn factory workers drying tea leaves

Sortingg tea
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Receivingg wage and nyadong beras on a payday

Shoppingg in pasar tiban
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Kaliguaa hamlet, De Jong graveyard lies
att the center (under the trees)

Childrenn playing in the street
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Mann feeding cattle

Womenn carrying baskets of rice for sumbangan
inn a community gathering
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